appropriate for journal publication, too long to appear under Section News and too spe cialized to be carried as Eos feature articles. On the other hand, it would represent still another arrival in a continually increasing incoming mail load, would still (given the wide range of interests in our section) have a requirement for broad appeal, and might tend to isolate the rest of the Union from the interesting things going on in ocean re search.
Feelings In a repeat of a 1986 meeting of paleomagnetists from Scandinavia (Eos, October 27, 1987), a second meeting was held Octo ber 26 to November 2, 1990, in Lulea, Swe-. den, to discuss recent developments in the Precambrian.data base for Fennoscandia and other continents of interest, such as the Ukraine Block and the Gbndwana conti nents.
The meeting was essentially a 9-day workshop: participants compiled, computed, and plotted, with 1 day reserved for formal presentations. In addition to host Sten Ake Elming of Lulea, the following scientists at tended: L. J. Pesonen, S. Mertanen, M. Leino, J. Marmo (Finland); N. Abrahamsen (Den mark); G. Bylund, R. Gorbatschev, G. Vidal (Sweden); E. Halvorsen, M. Smethurst, T. Torsvik (Norway); A. N. Khramov, A. Krasnova, N. P. Michailova (U.S.S.R.); T. Onstott (U.S.); and R. Van der Voo (U.S./Spain).
The focus of the meeting was to integrate the Precambrian paleopoles from the Baltic Shield (Fennoscandia and adjacent Karelia in the U.S.S.R.) with those from the Ukraine Block. In addition, a first attempt was made to compile Precambrian Gondwana data and to compare these (without much immediate success) with the northern European results. The data from the Ukraine Block and the Baltic Shield are in general agreement, al though not all Ukrainian results are dated precisely enough to permit detailed conclu sions.
The success of the meeting was consid erably enhanced by the availability of nearly as many personal computers as scientists. Each computer was loaded with a copy of the GMAP program of T. Torsvik and M. Smethurst, which includes several options, including a paleopole data base. This allows the possibility to extract paleopole files from a data base, which in turn can be rotated about Euler poles, filtered, selected by time or spatial coordinates, and graphically dis played. Apparent Polar Wander Paths can be constructed using the cubic spline method of J. Kent and colleagues. R. Van Weston Observatory, the geophysical re search facility of Boston College, announces that it has resumed operation of its geomag netic observatory. A three-component fluxgate magnetometer produced by the Univer sity of California, Los Angeles, has been installed in the geomagnetic observatory building. The data are sampled at 10-s inter vals and averaged over 1-min periods. The microcomputer controlling data acquisition is linked into Boston College's Geoscience Computing Network, an internet node. Data will be submitted to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Geophysical Data Center under the reference code "B."
For additional information, contact Rob ert D. Regan, Weston Observatory, 381 Con cord Rd., Weston, MA 02193; tel. 617-899-0950.
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